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Chapter 1911 The Peak Of Darkness! 

"Hehe!" 

Li Xiong laughed coldly to himself as he led the group forward. 

The devil clansmen were ready to make a move, and the atmosphere became strange. However, in 

order to find the treasure, Yuchi Fengyun didn't pay much attention to it. He was confident that his 

strength could overcome everything. 

Zhou Yufeng, Huo linlong, and the others who were following behind Yuchi Fengyun also acknowledged 

his strength. After all, he was the only one who was about to advance to the Tribulation passing realm. 

Da, da, da!" 

Under Li Xiong's lead, everyone entered a dark hall. The environment here became cold and dark, and 

there was a strange aura floating in the air. 

There were even traces of mana in the aura. 

"What?" 

As the one with the highest cultivation, Yuchi Fengyun naturally sensed the demonic energy. This made 

him slightly suspicious. 

Of course, in this immortal demon secret realm, some places had demon energy, some places had spirit 

energy, both were understandable, and this was also the information mentioned in the previous 

research. Thus, Yuchi Fengyun didn't think much about it. 

"Li Xiong, is this the place you were talking about?" Yuchi Fengyun asked Li Xiong. 

"Ha, not bad. This is a secret place that my demon race has researched for a long time before finding. 

This is the time for me, Li Xiong, to make a contribution. " 

Li Xiong was very excited. He seemed to be very confident about this place. 

"Then Li Xiong, please hurry up and find the location of the treasure. We are willing to split the treasure 

equally with you!" 

"Then I'll have to thank brother Windcloud for his support." 

"Ha, we'll search and excavate together. It's part of our duty!" 

"Alright!" 

Li Xiong took out a Dark Dagger. Then, the dagger glowed with blue light, and the surrounding space 

gradually became clear. 

The blue light was very special, it was very compatible with the surrounding environment. 

This meant that the dagger might have been made for this environment. This made Zhou Yufeng and the 

others feel a little strange, but Yuchi Fengyun was so overwhelmed by the information about the 
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treasure that he kept thinking about how to transcend the Tribulation. He didn't seem to care about 

anything else. 

…… 

At the same time, ye chen broke through the Golden Buddha Hall and continued to move forward. 

After walking through a long corridor, he came to a peak. 

"Who are you?" 

Gao Feng sensed ye Chen's presence and spoke directly. 

Ye chen naturally knew that there must be a divine will guarding this mountain. 

"Ye chen of the human race!" 

He walked to the front and responded to the peak. 

"You broke through the Golden Buddha Hall by yourself. You are a person who practices both immortal 

and demon cultivation!" 

"Hahaha, so what?" 

The other party could tell that he was an immortal and demonic dual cultivator at a glance, which 

showed that his cultivation base was profound. However, ye chen was the reincarnation of the heavenly 

Emperor. Such a scene was a piece of cake. 

"I like wild people. Your personality is similar to mine, but I don't know how capable you are." 

"We'll know once we try!" 

Ye chen stretched out his right arm and made a gesture of invitation. 

"Hahaha!" 

Suddenly, the space trembled and the laughter was like thunder, eroding the consciousness of the 

cultivator. 

"Oh?" 

Such tricks were useless against ye chen. 

"Slash!" 

Ye chen drew his sword in anger. He waved his sword fingers and the celestial Thearch sword appeared 

above his head. He slashed at the sky and slashed at the peak in front of him. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The powerful sword power triggered an explosion of spiritual energy. A light curtain appeared on the 

peak to block the sword power. 

Seeing the light screen, ye chen knew that this was the mountain peak defense array. He temporarily 

put away his sword and calmly dealt with it. 



"Arrogant brat, how dare you target me like this? do you know the consequences?" 

"Consequences? Hahaha, the consequence is that you die and I live!" 

Gao Feng was furious. 

"You're the first person to talk to me like this in hundreds of years. If I don't kill you, I'll be stingy. " 

"It's so easy to kill me. It seems you never wanted me to pass this test. " 

"Hahaha, smart!" 

As Gao Feng laughed, countless mountain rocks shattered. Then, these mountain rocks turned into a 

huge palm print and descended with great power, heading straight for ye chen. 

"Oh?" 

Ye chen fought alone. The celestial Emperor's dignity had never wavered! 

"Go!" 

He casually waved his hand and the palm energy howled. Dense spiritual energy went against the flow. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Gao Feng's palm print and ye Chen's palm print collided in the air, colliding with each other. 

For a moment, the space trembled and psionic energy roared. The huge palm print of mountain rock 

was instantly swept away by ye chen and turned into dust. 

"With such a Foundation, you're not a body integration stage cultivator!" 

"Ha, you're short-sighted and make a presumptuous judgment. You're not qualified to be respected!" 

"You!" 

Gao Feng was furious and activated the powerful killing formation of the Earth vein. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The ground trembled and the mountain rocks cracked. The killing formation's power rushed out, and 

there was no place to stand. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Ye chen stepped on the gravel and his body floated in the air. 

"Let me teach you how to arrange this formation!" 

"You dare to treat this senior like this? this senior swears to kill you!" 

"Hahaha, how can the ants of the human world fight against the heavens!" 

"Bastard!" 



Gao Feng could not take it anymore. He activated the merciless killing formation and locked onto ye 

Chen's position. 

"The great Dao is mysterious, ethereal, heavenly spirit, earth, ethereal, day and night, dustless!" 

Ye chen chanted the divine incantation. His entire body emitted the light of the ancient God, gathering 

the spiritual energy of heaven and earth into his body. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As the psionic energy gathered, ye Chen's body was like a golden sun, suppressing the earth vein killing 

formation. 

At the same time, heaven Light and Land spirit, two powerful vital energies penetrated the nine Heavens 

and ten lands. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Instantly, countless energies in the earth vein burst out, and the mountain rocks shattered. The different 

spiritual energy caused the killing formation to dissolve on its own. 

"Impossible!" 

Gao Feng couldn't believe what he was seeing. In his eyes, this person's cultivation base wasn't just at 

the body integration stage. He already had the strength to pass the Tribulation, or even higher. 

"You dare to look down on my formation? I'll fight you to the death today!" 

"Hahaha, since I've entered this secret realm, I'm going to destroy your evil formation!" 

Ye chen raised his sword fingers high. Suddenly, the celestial Thearch sword spirit reappeared in the sky. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Endless sword Qi revolved around the celestial Thearch sword spirit to protect it, and an extremely huge 

celestial Thearch sword shape was forming. 

"The fire house is going to destroy the world!" 

Dark demonic energy exuded from Gao Feng's body, and it was so powerful that it had already 

surpassed the body integration realm and reached the Tribulation passing realm. 

He was certain that ye chen was in the Tribulation stage. This was also the strongest killing move of this 

formation. He wanted to kill the person before him and cut off his way forward. 

"Very good!" 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed with a cold light. 

"Celestial Thearch sword Astral Slash!" 

His body soared into the sky like a whirlwind, and the celestial Thearch sword form fell from the nine 

Heavens with a loud bang, angrily attacking the dark Peak. 



Boom, boom, boom! 

At this moment, dark flames were burning around the mountain. It was the power of the inferno otaku. 

"Kill!" 

The power of the fire otaku turned into the ultimate killing palm, and the power shook the surroundings. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The celestial Thearch sword and the inferno killing palm finally collided! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Lightning flickered, dust flew everywhere, space was chaotic, and everything was in a daze. 

Chapter 1912 Li Xiong's Conspiracy! 

After the dust settled, only one person could be seen standing on the spot. The mountain peak in front 

of him had already collapsed and turned into gravel. 

The celestial Thearch sword had shattered the inferno killing palm. Ye chen had won! 

As the mountain peak collapsed, the entire space was on the verge of destruction. 

In Gao Feng's heart, a magical weapon was rapidly suspended in the air. 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked at the magical equipment. The magical equipment was burning with flames like a 

furnace. Upon closer inspection, it was made of purgatory. It was the inferno purgatory. 

Ye chen sensed that this magical artifact was of extremely high quality. It contained the powerful power 

of the inferno and was extraordinary. 

"Collect!" 

Ye chen clenched his fist and the magical weapon appeared in his hand. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Behind the mountain peak, a new road appeared. 

"Let's go!" 

Ye chen flew out and continued to move forward. 

At this moment, in the strange land of the gate of death, Li Xiong took out his magical equipment and 

caused a change in space. 

"Brother Windcloud, I would like to ask you and your companions to activate your Origin Energy with us 

and open up this treasured land." 

"No problem," he said. 
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Yuchi Fengyun was clearly confused by his own goal. He was so focused on finding the treasure to break 

through to the Tribulation stage that he didn't notice that the demonic energy in the entire space was 

already overflowing, only hidden in the array. 

Zhou Yufeng, Huo linlong, and the others were not willing to make a move, but they had no choice but 

to do so after Yuchi Fengyun's signal. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

p The five experts of the spiritual realm released their power at the same time, continuously instilling 

their Origin Energy into the magical artifact. Immediately, the spiritual energy entered the magical 

artifact and was transformed into powerful demonic energy, which was then infused into Li Xiong's 

body. 

"Hahaha!" 

Li Xiong laughed maniacally. This caused Zhou Yufeng and the others to be dissatisfied and suspicious. 

"Li Xiong, what are you laughing at?" Huo linlong asked. 

"Ha, it's nothing. I'm just thankful for your sacrifice, allowing me to open this treasure land." 

Seeing Li Xiong's strange expression, Zhou Yufeng and Huo linlong were already suspicious. After all, 

they weren't in the same rush as Yuchi Fengyun to break through. They were just really looking forward 

to exploring. 

Now, he was able to calmly think about all of this. 

They gradually felt that Li Xiong's various actions were abnormal, and Yuchi Fengyun had fallen into his 

trap. 

"Senior brother Feng Yun, you can't release any more spirit power." 

Huo linlong shouted. 

"What do you mean?" Yuchi Fengyun asked, a little displeased. 

"This magical artifact belongs to the devil race. We don't understand how it works, but I keep feeling 

that something is wrong. Our power seems to be absorbed by the magical artifact again and 

transformed into Li Xiong's power." 

"This ..." 

After all, Yuchi Fengyun was a master who was about to undergo his tribulation. He immediately felt 

something was amiss after Huo linlong's reminder. 

He turned around to look at Li Xiong. At this moment, Li Xiong's face revealed a sinister expression. 

Strengthening the effects of the mystic artifact, Yuchi Fengyun felt that his own spiritual energy was 

actually being continuously injected into the mystic artifact. 

"Li Xiong, stop the spiritual artifact!" 

Yuchi Fengyun shouted in anger. 



"Hahaha, brother Windcloud, the energy transfer isn't complete yet. We're the same as you, we're still 

trying to transfer energy into it. If we stop now, all of our efforts will go to waste." 

"Li Xiong, I told you to stop the magical equipment!" 

Yuchi Fengyun was clearly enraged, his voice carrying a hint of threat. 

"Aiya, in order to find the treasure, I really can't stop!" 

"Bastard!" 

Yuchi Fengyun let out a furious roar. His entire body erupted with power as he tried to forcefully cut off 

the link between him and the magic tool. 

"Ah?" 

When the people of the spiritual realm saw this scene, they knew that things were going to be 

troublesome. They all released their own power in an attempt to cut off the connection between them 

and the magic tool. 

"Hahaha!" 

However, Li Xiong suddenly let out a violent laugh, as if everything was under his control. 

"You useless trash! Today is your doomsday!" 

Li Xiong finally revealed his true face. He gave the other five demon experts a look, and immediately, the 

six of them all released their demon energy, causing the Super powerful demon formation in the earth 

vein to reveal itself. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

As the five great demon experts released their demon energy, the ground cracked. All kinds of demon 

patterns continuously emerged. It was the demon killing formation. 

"Not good, senior brother Feng Yun. We've been tricked." 

Zhou Yufeng shouted. 

"Can't I tell?" 

Yuchi Fengyun glared at him, his heart filled with incomparable anger. He had actually been tricked by Li 

Xiong. How could he accept such a situation? 

"Li Xiong, you should be very clear about my strength. You're courting death!" 

"Hahaha, Yuchi Fengyun, do you really think you're the only one who's about to undergo the 

Tribulation?" 

"What do you mean by that?" 

"I'll let you experience the power of the demon race!" 



After saying that, Li Xiong's eyes emitted a demonic light. He immediately removed the restrictions on 

his body, and his powerful Foundation exploded. Because he had absorbed the spiritual energy of the 

five masters of the spiritual realm and transformed it through his Dharma artifact, his Foundation had 

now risen to the Tribulation passing realm. 

"What?" 

The five great experts of the spiritual realm were shocked at the same time. From Li Xiong's body, they 

could feel a power that surpassed the late stages of the unity realm. He was definitely in the Tribulation 

stage. 

"A bunch of idiots. It's completely under my control. Do you think this place is a land of treasures? What 

a joke!" 

Li Xiong walked to the front of the crowd and began to explain his plan. He wanted the people of the 

spiritual realm to die in despair. 

"The reason I brought you here is because a great formation of the demon race has been buried here for 

a long time. It was designed by the prodigies of the demon race in the past to annihilate your entire 

human race." 

"Li Xiong, if we die, your demon race will not be able to hold on alone. You will definitely die in the 

energy imbalance." 

"Hahaha, why are you so stupid? If I dare to do this, do you think I can't deal with this energy 

imbalance?" 

After he finished speaking, Li Xiong put away his magical equipment. As he activated it, the magical 

equipment released a powerful spiritual light. 

"You!" 

Everyone was filled with regret. It was their stupid actions that allowed Li Xiong to collect enough 

spiritual energy. 

"Yuchi Fengyun, what else do you have to say? the number one prodigy of the spiritual realm is simply a 

joke!" 

"Bastard!" 

Yuchi Fengyun was furious and completely lost his calm. 

He was the number one prodigy of the spiritual realm and the hope of the human race. How could he be 

deceived by Li Xiong? 

This was a humiliation, a great humiliation! 

"Kill!" 

Yuchi Fengyun didn't say anything more. He immediately attacked, wanting to kill the person who 

betrayed him. 



"Idiot!" 

Li Xiong shouted angrily. He waved his claws and a powerful Mana Burst out. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The mountain rocks shattered, the space trembled, and demonic energy soared into the sky. The giant 

palm descended. 

"Pfft!" 

The moment he came into contact with the demonic palm, Yuchi Fengyun felt an irresistible force, and 

his body was instantly sent flying. 

"Senior brother Feng Yun!" 

Seeing this scene, the people of the spiritual realm were all dumbfounded. The number one prodigy of 

the spiritual realm had actually been sent flying by Li Xiong? 

They all came to Yuchi Fengyun's side and supported him. 

"This demon has absorbed our power and has the foundation of the Tribulation stage. It seems like he 

has been planning this for a long time. We are going to die Here." 

Chapter 1913 Eight-Gate Divine Disc! 

Breaking through the dark Peak, ye chen continued to move forward. 

After passing through the corridor, he entered a rotating Hall. 

There were several passages in the hall, but no one knew where they led to. 

Ye chen observed these passages carefully. It was eight gates! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The energy was out of balance. As the eight gates rotated, countless psionic and Mystic energies 

attacked ye chen. 

"Oh?" 

Ye chen smiled. He condensed Qi on his sword-finger and swept it around. Suddenly, the Pandora 

demon ability and psionic ability exploded. 

"This is a good place to cultivate. I've just advanced to the form synthesis stage, so I'd like to see what 

this so-called energy imbalance is like!" 

Everyone else was avoiding the destructive effect of the energy imbalance but ye chen was looking for 

it! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 
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Sensing that ye chen had entered the eight gates, the surrounding space trembled rapidly. The eight 

gates rotated continuously and changed. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Suddenly, one of the doors opened. Ye Chen's eyes swept across the room. It was the door! 

The Qian Palace in the Northwest, the creation of all things! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Inside the door, spiritual energy grew vigorously and evolved continuously, turning into a sharp sword 

that shone with golden light and looked extraordinary. 

"Ha, today, I will subdue the eight gates!" 

Ye chen was very satisfied with the formation in front of him. This eight gates was extremely profound 

and he had already predicted that the core of this formation was under the main hall. 

"Kill!" 

His body instantly moved and he went straight for the golden sword. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The golden sword's entire body flashed with golden light, and sword Qi shot out in all directions. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The surrounding space rapidly exploded. Ye chen released his movement divine ability. 

The nine Heavens Yu treading steps was incomparably exquisite. Every step he took was between the 

cracks of the exploding space. It was ingenious beyond compare. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The sword Qi attacked indiscriminately, and the sword path began to become extremely chaotic. 

"There's actually such a variation!" 

Ye chen was overjoyed. This kind of formation variation was very clever and powerful. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The cracked earth became more and more shattered. Ye Chen's figure stepped on the seven stars and 

walked in a circle. 

"Go!" 

Ye chen threw the immortal Flying Dagger. 

"Master, watch me!" 

The immortal slaying Flying Dagger flickered with immortal light. Each ray of immortal light was like a 

sharp blade that cut through the air and contained extremely powerful cutting laws. 



Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

In just one blow, the countless rocks that had been flying in the air were shattered. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The immortal slaying Flying Dagger spun rapidly and returned to ye Chen's hand. 

"Collect!" 

Ye chen released the space-ripping beast and its powerful suction suppressed the golden sword's might. 

"Ancient God Power!" 

His ancient God Power erupted. The golden sword could not resist and was instantly subdued by ye 

chen. At the same time, ye chen controlled the power to open the door. 

"Get straight to the point, kill!" 

Activating the power to open the door, ye chen evolved the mountains into a bombardment. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Mountains fell from the sky and rushed out of the gate, directly attacking the formation. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, the rest gate of the kan Palace in the North opened. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The flood was like a fierce dragon crossing the river and devouring people. 

"When water comes, cover it with earth!" 

Ye chen flew out, stepping on the peaks, and headed straight for the life gate in the northeast. 

"Ancient God Power!" 

He unleashed the ancient God palm, slamming it into the life gate. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Instantly, the gate of life, unable to bear the might of the ancient God, opened on the spot. 

Earth-type gate of life. Ye chen stomped on the ground and activated all the divine power in his body. 

He activated the power of endless life and endless earth rose from the ground. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

When a great flood or a ferocious beast met an endless amount of soil, it would eventually die. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, the pain gate, stop gate, and view gate opened at the same time. 



"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Flames rose to the sky, lightning struck, and strange trees appeared one after another. 

"Roar!" 

The strong tentacle tree transformed into a giant python and wrapped around ye chen. 

"Ants, kill!" 

Ye chen was enraged, and the celestial Thearch sword spirit revealed itself. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The sword light was sharp and cold, and the flowing light cut through the void. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Countless strange trees shattered and turned into nothingness. 

"Are you still going to block my path?" 

Ye chen displayed the might of the heavenly Emperor and controlled all things. Endless power was in the 

hands of one person. 

"Roar!" 

"Roar!" The space-ripping beast roared and absorbed a lot of spiritual and demonic energy. The space-

ripping beast's spatial power increased greatly, and it evolved into countless space fragments. It had 

evolved into the space Rage. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The Furious time and space roar descended, causing the surrounding space to rapidly shake. Alternate 

dimensions kept appearing, and the situation was extremely dangerous. 

"Calm down!" 

The might of the celestial Emperor descended, and the state of spacetime wrath stopped, obeying the 

orders of the celestial Emperor's shadow. 

"Break!" 

Ye chen flew to the top of the spacetime wrath and activated the power of the wrath of spacetime. 

Suddenly, the endless space shattered and the eight gates were all broken! 

"Roar!" 

With another heaven-shaking roar, its huge mouth instantly produced an endless suction force, and the 

eight gates divine disc, which was eight thousand feet deep in the earth, finally revealed itself. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The divine disc continued to spin, and the eight trigrams, two modes, and four images of yin and yang 

were engraved on it. They were all the profound principles of the universe and were shocking. 



"Alright!" 

Ye chen extended his hand. With a flick of spacetime Fury's head, the eight-gate divine disc landed in ye 

Chen's hand. 

"Roar, roar, roar!" 

Suddenly, after the time and space Rage leveled up, he lost control of his body and was on the verge of 

shattering space and self-destruction. 

"Celestial Thearch sword!" 

Ye chen activated the celestial Thearch sword spirit, and at the same time, the celestial Thearch's 

shadow appeared behind him. 

"Unparalleled ancient God, disdainful control of all things!" 

Pangu's divine spark, Supreme dignity, the power of the ancient God, and the ability to control 

everything! 

Powerful ancient God Power poured into the spacetime Rage's body until it finally calmed down. 

"This space-ripping beast can actually evolve into the form of the time and space Fury. It's puzzling!" 

The space-ripping beast's evolution was too violent. At the same time, the increase in its strength was 

disproportionate. It was completely above ordinary evolution. This made ye chen suspect its origin. 

After calming down the rage of the spacetime wrath, ye chen had obtained the eight gates divine disc 

and controlled the eight gates escaping armor formation. His strength had increased greatly. 

"What?" 

Suddenly, the ruins of the eight gates in front of ye Chen's passage sensed the energy of an intense 

battle between psionic and demonic energy. 

"This is ... The gate of death!" 

With the eight gates Formation in control, ye chen could already sense the exact location of the 

confrontation. 

"Whoosh!" 

Ye Chen's figure flashed and he rushed into the death Gate. 

…… 

"Hahaha!" 

At this moment, Li Xiong's berserk aura swept across the entire place in the secret land of death. Even 

Yuchi Fengyun was suppressed. Zhou Yulong, Huo linlong, and the others were even more so. Under the 

influence of the magic artifact, their strength was completely unable to fight against the devil race. 

"You bunch of trash, die!" 



Li Xiong's killing intent erupted. He grabbed with his hand, and one of the spiritual realm experts was 

directly grabbed into the air. 

"Die!" 

The word "die" was enough to show his brutal and murderous nature. 

"Swish!" 

The body integration stage mighty figure was crushed in a single blow, and his body was torn apart on 

the spot. 

"Ah?" 

Zhou Yulong, Huo linlong, and the others turned pale with fright. Their hearts trembled as they fell into 

despair! 

Chapter 1914 Li Xiong's Tribulation! 

"Hahaha, you bunch of human trash. Now, your energy is completely restrained by the formation. I've 

absorbed your energy and am already comparable to a tribulation transcendence expert. I already have 

the foundation to undergo the Tribulation. As for Yuchi Fengyun, he's now an arrow at the end of its 

flight." 

Li Xiong was high and mighty, constantly mocking Yuchi Fengyun and the others, but no one was a 

match for him. Originally, Yuchi Fengyun still had the power to fight, but under the restraint of the 

formation and magic tools, he also lost the ability to fight. 

"Li Xiong, you treacherous villain, you actually didn't keep your promise and tried to harm us!" 

Right now, Yuchi Fengyun could only talk his way out and secretly recover his spiritual energy. 

"Yuchi Fengyun, this is your own problem. Don't you understand that humans and Devils can't coexist? If 

you enter the gate of death, it means your death is here. Do you still want to struggle? no problem, I like 

to see humans struggle. It's so interesting, hahaha!" 

Li Xiong gave the remaining demon dwellers a look. 

"Yes!" 

The five experts surrounded Yuchi Fengyun and the others, and the situation took a sharp turn for the 

worse. 

"Kill!" 

Under Li Xiong's command, the five experts charged towards Yuchi Fengyun and the others. 

"Hmph, it's not that easy to kill us!" 

After all, Yuchi Fengyun was an expert close to the Tribulation passing realm. How could he just let 

himself be captured? 

"Counterattack!" 
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"Yes, senior brother Feng Yun!" 

Everyone worked together and started to fight back against the demon dwellers. 

At this moment, Li Xiong continued to absorb the spiritual energy in the demonic artifact, triggering the 

bewilderment spell and actually began to cultivate the immortal and demon dual cultivation technique. 

"Impossible!" 

Yuchi Fengyun was shocked when he saw Li Xiong cultivating the immortal and demon dual cultivation 

technique. He now suspected that there was a way to break through to the Tribulation passing stage 

right in front of him, but it was controlled by Li Xiong, and the key might be on that demonic weapon. 

"Li Xiong, what's the use of this magic tool?" Yuchi Fengyun flew over and asked. 

"Hahaha, why are you asking so much when you're about to die? but it doesn't matter if I tell you, this 

demonic device is the key to immortal and demonic dual cultivation. I'm about to successfully cross the 

Tribulation, and I'm relying on this demonic device. As long as I succeed, killing you will be as easy as 

killing chickens and dogs!" 

Li Xiong laughed loudly. He knew that Yuchi Fengyun and the others had no chance to deal with him. He 

didn't have what he wanted to do now. He could only break through. 

"Spirit ability dual cultivation, activate!" 

The demonic weapon floated in the air and continuously released the immortal demonic light. Then, it 

activated the power of the formation in the earth vein and started to pour energy into Li Xiong's body. 

This was the fundamental reason for the design of this formation. It was to find a demon race prodigy 

and use the power of Immortals and demons to achieve Supreme success. 

At this time, ye chen was flying through the death door's passage. 

He could already feel that there was a powerful celestial and demonic power circulating behind the gate 

of death. This piqued his interest. 

"Yuchi Fengyun, is that you?" 

Ye chen thought of Yuchi Fengyun. This person had the highest cultivation level in this operation. Could 

he be the one behind it? 

Of course, when ye chen had entered the arcane realm, he had also paid some attention to Li Xiong. This 

person seemed to be carefree but was quite shrewd. He did not know what kind of plan he was carrying 

out. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Ye Chen's figure sped up. He had a feeling that something big was about to happen. 

Within the gate of death, endless spiritual and demonic energy poured into Li Xiong's body. His body 

was already in a state of dual immortal and demonic. 



"Hahaha, so this is the dual state of immortal and devil that the ruler of the devil World told me about. 

Excellent, excellent." 

Li Xiong activated the sovereign's mental cultivation method and began to circulate his immortal and 

demonic energy. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

On Li Xiong's body, the light of immortal and demon appeared. A golden core in his body was helping 

him transform the power of immortal and demon. This was a big move made by the ruler of the demon 

world. He was using Li Xiong to test this idea. 

"Hahaha!" 

Li Xiong felt an unprecedented power and was overjoyed. He madly improved his Foundation, wanting 

to break through on the spot. 

"Ah!" 

At this time, the human cultivators were being suppressed by the demon cultivators. Even after Yuchi 

Fengyun's power had been absorbed by the demonic artifact, coupled with the restraint of the array in 

the earth vein, it was very difficult for him to contend with these demon powerhouses. 

"Senior brother, you can break through at ease. Leave these pieces of trash to us!" 

"Senior apprentice-brother, you're the personal disciple of the Lord sovereign. It's all up to you now." 

Li Xiong was overjoyed to hear what the demon said. 

"Hahaha, read my fellow junior brothers. Trap them and wait for me to break through before killing 

them!" 

"Yes!" 

The demon powerhouses had already understood Li Xiong's intentions. There was no need to kill the 

humans. They only needed to trap them so that they could not stop his breakthrough. They could even 

tell from Li Xiong's intentions that he did not want them to kill these humans and make him lose his joy 

after his breakthrough. 

"Ah!" 

With a roar, Li Xiong's energy burst out. With the power of his golden core, his Foundation was raised to 

a terrifying level. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The heavens and earth trembled, and thunder clouds gathered. Countless tribulation clouds appeared 

above Li Xiong's head. 

Although these tribulation clouds weren't as terrifying as the Tribulation of itinerant Immortals, they 

were still very powerful when they were supported by the power of Immortals and Devils. 



The strength of the Tribulation cloud was a symbol of the foundation of the cultivator after the 

tribulation. Now it seemed that after Li Xiong's tribulation, his Foundation was far above that of ordinary 

cultivators. He could even be called a genius of the demon race. 

"Hahaha!" 

Li Xiong laughed wildly as he used his golden core to resist the Tribulation clouds. 

"I am a genius of the demon race, who can stop me!" 

It was the first time Li Xiong felt that he was so powerful. 

"Killing you is like crushing an ant!" 

At this moment, a voice came from the void, shaking everyone's mind. 

"Ah? Who is it?" 

Many demon powerhouses jumped out and shouted. 

Li Xiong was also nervous. He had reached a critical moment in his tribulation and was about to succeed. 

This voice was not appropriate. 

However, he didn't want to cause any more trouble at this moment, so he continued to transcend the 

Tribulation. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

At this moment, a powerful force burst through the mountain wall and a person walked out. 

"Ye chen!" 

Zhou Yufeng immediately recognized the person before him as ye chen. The eyes of the people of the 

Spirit realm shone with hope. 

"Ye chen, hurry up and save us!" 

"Ye chen, we're all humans from the spirit realm. We're the fastest!" 

The human cultivators all called out ye Chen's name, hoping that he could save everyone. 

However, when he heard the shouts of the spiritual realm prodigies, ye chen acted as if he did not hear 

them and slowly walked to the front. 

In ye Chen's eyes, none of these pieces of trash were worth saving. None of the demons before him 

were worthy of his serious treatment. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

At this moment, Li Xiong's body was flashing with lightning and burning with flames. He had reached a 

critical juncture. 

"You seem to have reached the critical moment of your tribulation!" 



Ye chen said with a smile as he walked to a place not far from Li Xiong. 

"So what?" 

"It's nothing, I'm just killing you!" 

Chapter 1915 Dual-Pole Tribulation! 

"Kill him, ye chen. You're our hero!" 

"Yes, ye chen, kill him!" 

When the human cultivators heard ye Chen's domineering words, they fanned the flames, hoping that 

ye chen would deal with Li Xiong. 

Although in their eyes, ye chen would be courting death if he went up against Li Xiong, as long as ye 

chen held Li Xiong back so that he could not cross the heavenly Tribulation, they would have a chance. 

Zhou Yufeng and the others exchanged glances with Yuchi Fengyun. They all began to encourage ye 

chen to fight Li Xiong and the others. 

"What?" 

The demon powerhouses all came to Li Xiong's side and confronted ye chen. 

At this moment, the human experts began to circulate their mental cultivation methods to resist the 

great demon formation in the earth vein. 

"You want me to kill you, and I'll kill you? What do you think I am?" 

Suddenly, ye chen looked at Yuchi Fengyun and the others coldly, causing the latter's heart to tremble. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, I respect your spirit. These people from the spirit realm are all trash. I know you're 

from the spirit realm and an ascender. I sympathize with you for being humiliated and bullied by them. I 

promise that as long as you don't cause trouble, not only will I not attack you after I've successfully 

transcended the Tribulation, but I'll even cooperate with you and help you find treasures. How about 

it?" 

"Hmm, that's a good suggestion!" 

Ye chen revealed a strange smile and seemed to agree on the surface. 

This made Yuchi Fengyun and the others furious. 

"Traitor! How dare you negotiate with the demons! You're really a traitor!" 

Yuchi Fengyun rebuked ye chen. 

"What?" 

Ye chen could have saved these idiots easily but now, Yuchi Fengyun dared to say this to him. He could 

only apologize. 
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"Hahaha, ye chen, you heard that, right? these people don't treat you as one of them. You'll only have a 

way out if you join us. I'll immediately succeed in transcending the Tribulation and help you take 

revenge!" 

"Alright, I promise you!" 

Ye chen nodded slightly and stood to the side, watching. 

"Hahaha, very good, surround those trash!" 

"Yes!" 

The five powerhouses surrounded Yuchi Fengyun and the others while Li Xiong continued his tribulation. 

Ye chen sneered at Li Xiong. Li Xiong did not understand what ye chen was thinking. However, as long as 

ye chen did not do anything and ye chen successfully passed the Tribulation, these people would all die! 

"Ah!" 

Li Xiong let out a furious roar as his sovereign Jindan once more activated, sending immortal and 

demonic power into Li Xiong's body and strengthening his Foundation. 

"Ye chen, you idiot! He's lying to you!" 

"You actually believe the demon's words!" 

"You're really stupid. You can't trust the words of the demons!" 

The human powerhouses shouted one after another, hoping that ye chen would take action. 

"If you didn't trust them, why would you be here? Do you have the right to talk about me now?" 

Ye chen coldly retorted, leaving Zhou Yufeng and the others speechless. It was precisely because they 

had listened to Li Xiong's words that they had ended up in this state. Ye chen was right. 

They glared at ye chen but he ignored them. He had his own plans. 

"Giggle!" 

Li Xiong laughed coldly in his heart. He really admired the infighting of the human race. 

"Ye chen, you're really an idiot. You're too gullible. When I've successfully transcended the Tribulation, 

you'll all die, all die!" 

As he thought about it, Li Xiong couldn't help but strengthen his Foundation to resist the power of the 

Tribulation clouds. 

"You're too slow. Why don't you let me help you?" 

"Ah?" 

Li Xiong was stunned when he heard ye Chen's words. 

"You can help me with my tribulation?" 



"Of course, it's very simple." 

"How can I trust you?" 

"You don't have to believe me, but with your strength, I think there's an 80% chance that you'll fail the 

Tribulation!" 

"Mm ..." 

Li Xiong kept thinking. Although it seemed like his Foundation was improving rapidly, he knew that he 

couldn't truly control the ruler Jindan. The Tribulation clouds continued to increase, and it would be 

dangerous if this continued. 

"Could it be that this kid has seen through my predicament? impossible. What is he trying to do? is he 

really just trying to get me to help him find the treasure?" 

Li Xiong's thoughts were in a mess. He could not understand why ye chen was doing this. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The lightning flickered and the thunderclouds were strong. Li Xiong's body was already covered in many 

bloody wounds. 

"This!" 

Li Xiong struggled internally but in the end, he had no choice but to accept ye Chen's suggestion. 

"Ye chen, if you can really help me reach the Tribulation passing stage, I promise to give you at least five 

treasures as a reward." 

"Very good!" 

Ye chen and Li Xiong's lips curled into a strange smile. Both of them had their own thoughts. This battle 

of wits and courage would depend on who had the last laugh. 

"Ye chen, you've really become a traitor, a traitor!" 

"Bastard, I really misjudged you." 

"You're indeed a good-for-nothing from the spiritual realm. You can only betray!" 

Yuchi Fengyun and the others were completely enraged and kept cursing at ye chen. 

"I can get my people to help you vent your anger!" 

"There's no hurry. I hope we can settle all the scores together!" 

"There's no hurry. Shall we do it together?" 

Li Xiong's brows furrowed. He felt that ye Chen's words had a hidden meaning but he still did not 

understand what it meant. Moreover, his heart was concerned about his own tribulation transcendence 

operation. There were many things that he did not want to think about. 

"How can you help me?" 



"The power of Immortals and demons? simple!" 

Ye chen waved his sword fingers. Instantly, the celestial demon power transformed into sword Qi and 

shot into the sky. 

"What?" 

Li Xiong was shocked. He didn't expect that the brat in front of him had already mastered the power of 

celestial and demonic in advance. How could this be? 

He had relied on the Golden core of domination to control this bipolar power. He could not imagine 

what ye chen had relied on. 

After all, ye chen was only a spirit realm ascender. He should not have any powerful background. Could 

he have relied on his own comprehension? 

Li Xiong didn't dare to believe his own guess! 

"Mm ... Very good, help me immediately!" 

"Look carefully. Fuse all the power into your golden core. Only then will you have the possibility of 

ascending." 

"This ... Is this true?" 

"There are so many of you here. If I lie to you, am I not courting death?" 

"You're right, I believe you!" 

Li Xiong was eager to ascend. Coupled with the various favorable conditions in front of him, he really did 

not believe that ye chen could come up with any tricks. 

"Ah!" 

Li Xiong circulated all his Origin Energy into his golden core and cooperated with ye chen to resist the 

Tribulation clouds. 

"Go to the immortal and devil dual array!" 

Ye Chen's entire body bloomed with Supreme-grade demon crests. At the same time, he activated his 

psionic Energy Foundation. Instantly, the celestial demon power rushed out and headed straight for Li 

Xiong's body. 

"How ... How can he control the power of Immortals and demons?" 

"How did he do it?" 

When the human powerhouses saw ye chen release the celestial demon power so easily, they had 

mixed feelings. The person they mocked, the existence they looked down on, actually had such power 

that far surpassed them. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, it's effective!" 



Li Xiong laughed out loud. Then, he smashed the Tribulation clouds with his palm. His power was like a 

war devil! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At the same time, he poured all of his immortal and demonic energy into his sovereign golden core. 

"Since everything is done, it's time to settle the score." 

Chapter 1916 Devouring The Golden Core! 

"Settle accounts? Hahaha!" 

Li Xiong laughed arrogantly as he flew up into the air. The demonic energy in his body was wild, like a 

beast that had broken out of its cage. His powerful aura shocked the demons. 

"Li Xiong, your strength!" 

"Hahaha, of course. I'm an expert who's going through the heavenly Tribulation now. These people are 

all going to die!" 

Li Xiong turned around and looked at ye chen and the others. His eyes were filled with killing intent. He 

wanted to intimidate everyone. He wanted everyone to see his strength. He wanted the humans to 

kneel on the ground and accept his judgment. 

"Ye chen, what do you want to settle?" 

Li Xiong turned to look at ye chen. The Golden core in his chest was constantly glowing. Powerful demon 

energy and spirit energy were circulating in it. At this moment, Li Xiong was a super powerhouse who 

cultivated both immortal and demon. 

"Li Xiong, what are you talking about? just kill him!" 

Someone from the devil race suggested. 

"Hehehe, what's the hurry? this person helped me pass the Tribulation, so of course I have to ... Treat 

him well!" 

Li Xiong's eyes shone with a murderous light and a cruel look. He looked as if he wanted to torture ye 

chen to death. 

"Ye chen, that idiot. He's finally caught himself in his own trap." 

"What an idiot. If he had attacked just now, we might have had a chance to survive. Now, we're all going 

to die Here. It's all his fault!" 

"Damned trash!" 

The human powerhouses all gritted their teeth as if they had a deep hatred for ye chen. 

On the other hand, ye chen was alone. The corners of his mouth curled up slightly, not minding at all. 

What he cared about was the person who was important to him. He treated these trash like ants. 
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 "It's rare to see someone as naive as you. You don't really think I'll let you go and help you find the 

treasure, do you? Hahaha, you're really too stupid. " 

Li Xiong sneered at ye chen. His eyes were filled with excitement as if he had just seen the most 

delicious prey. 

"Let me go? When did I need you to let me go? Stupid? When did I ever think that you would help me 

find the treasure?" 

Ye chen sneered. It was Li Xiong's turn to be dumbfounded. 

"What did you just say?" 

Li Xiong's eyes widened as he looked at ye chen. 

"If you didn't think that I would help you find the treasure, why did you help me pass the Tribulation? 

You possess the power of the immortal and the devil, making you my most delicious meal. Hahaha, beg 

for my forgiveness, I will give you a quick death!" 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye Chen's eyes glowed with a strange cold light. His laughter became extremely intimidating. It was an 

extremely cold and terrifying laughter that could penetrate the soul. 

"I've said it before. It's time to settle the score. As for why I'm helping you, you'll soon find out." 

"I'm a tribulation passing expert now. How dare you speak to me like this? what are you trying to do? 

human, you're dead." 

In the face of such a powerful force, ye chen seemed to be mocking him. Li Xiong was completely 

enraged. He could not accept ye Chen's attitude. He did not care what the other party thought, whether 

he was a lunatic or an idiot. He was going to tear the person in front of him apart and make him 

surrender completely. 

"Kill!" 

The Golden core in Li Xiong's chest emitted a powerful light. Li Xiong, who had the celestial demon 

power, rushed toward ye chen. 

"AI, I'm dead!" 

The human powerhouses all believed that ye chen was dead for sure because Li Xiong's cultivation base 

had broken through. Even Yuchi Fengyun was no match for him. He had the ability to kill everyone 

present. 

"Hahaha, human idiots, now you know how powerful we demons are, right?" 

"You still want to get treasures from us? dream on!" 

"We control the immortal demon array and don't need your spirit power anymore. You will die!" 

Many of the devil experts revealed their ugly faces. They did not treat the humans as humans at all, but 

as beasts and food. 



Many of the demon powerhouses even revealed an excited expression that was related to their 

appetite. After Li Xiong killed ye chen, they would be able to "eat". 

Zhou Yufeng and the others looked terrified. Now that the demons 'great formation had trapped their 

movements underground, and no one was Li Xiong's match, their fate was clear. 

On the battlefield, Li Xiong attacked ye chen. The humans shook their heads. 

"Kill!" 

In the process of charging, Li Xiong's face revealed a sinister smile that belonged to a Hunter. He was 

about to test his sword on ye chen. 

"Swish!" 

Suddenly, the corners of ye Chen's mouth curled up. His eyes were filled with a smile that seemed to 

dictate everything. It felt as if everything was going according to his plan and everything was under his 

control. 

"Impossible, why is he smiling like that? he shouldn't be smiling like that in the face of death. Why is he 

smiling like that?" 

As such, Li Xiong could not understand the meaning behind ye Chen's expression. He was very confused. 

"No, the surrounding space!" 

Soon, Li Xiong sensed that the surrounding space had become extremely slow. He did not know what 

was going on but he saw that ye chen was already walking toward him. 

Originally, he should have been right in front of ye chen and killed him. 

However, what he saw was that he seemed to have stopped and ye chen was walking toward him. 

Such a strange scene caused Li Xiong to fall into a state of shock. Li Xiong, who had just broken through 

to the crossing calamity stage and thought that he was invincible, had fallen into the panic created by ye 

chen. 

"Ah!" 

He shouted in anger, trying to break out of the current predicament. 

Although the immortal and demonic powers were powerful, they were nothing before the ancient God 

Space. 

"Li Xiong, how do you feel now? how does it feel to have your fate controlled by someone else?" 

Ye Chen's footsteps seemed slow but when he was right in front of him, it was too terrifying. The other 

party was like a god while he was just a lamb on the chopping board. 

"You ... You ... What's going on?" 

Li Xiong squeezed out a few words because he found it difficult to even speak. He couldn't control the 

muscles on his mouth at all. 



"Ha, that's what I want!" 

Ye chen walked over openly and stood in front of Li Xiong. 

The time and space around him were still so strange that he could not move. Even the simplest and 

fastest thinking had become slow and stiff. 

Da, da, da!" 

The sound of ye Chen's footsteps rang in his ears. Every sound was the bell of the death god. 

"No, no!" 

Li Xiong, who thought he was invincible, was now the most vulnerable person. 

"Swish!" 

With a piercing and cutting sound, ye chen reached out and took the Golden core from Li Xiong's chest. 

"Pfft!" 

Blood spurted out like a fountain, and Li Xiong's life was being mercilessly taken away. 

Ye chen stood on the battlefield alone like a king. In his hand was a golden core dripping with blood. 

"Hahaha!" 

The one who controls everything is the celestial Emperor! 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen growled. His golden core hovered in the air, and the Furious Roar of Time and space appeared 

behind him. 

"Roar!" 

With a roar, the Golden core was absorbed into his body. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Lightning flickered and the celestial demonic power burst forth. Ye Chen's Foundation soared once 

again! 

Chapter 1917 1921-No Survivors! 

Crack, crack, crack! 

All of a sudden, the restrictions on the surrounding space were lifted. It was as if a mirror had shattered 

before everyone's eyes. 

"Ah, what's happening?" 

Many demon powerhouses looked at everything in front of them in shock. They saw Li Xiong standing in 

his original place, blood constantly spurting out of his chest, and he had already lost his breath. 
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"Li Xiong, that's impossible!" 

They couldn't accept the reality before their eyes. How could a super expert who had broken through to 

the heavenly Tribulation die so easily in front of everyone? 

"Ignorance is your greatest sin!" 

Ye chen turned around and looked at everyone, his voice cold. 

"Ah ..." 

Everyone was shocked. They couldn't imagine that a unity realm cultivator from the spirit realm could 

kill a tribulation passing expert in an instant. 

This phenomenon was too abnormal. No one believed it, but they had to believe it. 

"This kid!" 

Yuchi Fengyun's expression was twisted. He was completely shocked. Previously, he had relied on his 

own cultivation base to see ye Chen's actions. 

He had seen with his own eyes ye chen walk up to Li Xiong, take out the pill, and then swallow it through 

the beast. 

"Yuchi Fengyun, what did you see?" 

The other people's cultivation was not enough to see the truth of the matter. 

"I saw, I saw ..." 

Even Yuchi Fengyun was so shocked that he was speechless. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Just as the human masters were discussing, the sound of cutting came from the sky. The powerful 

spatial power made their bodies tremble as if they were being cut by a blade. 

"This, this!" 

Zhou Yufeng and the others were dumbfounded, and their bodies kept trembling. 

A rain of blood fell before his eyes. A Flying Dagger was constantly spinning in the air, emitting a cold 

light. 

Under the flying Daggers were the corpses of the demons. They were all beheaded. 

Da, da, da!" 

At this moment, the sound of cold footsteps approached the humans. It was like a death knell that was 

ringing. 

"You, what do you want to do?" 

Yuchi Fengyun angrily rebuked. 



"As I said, it's time to settle the score." 

Ye Chen's expression was as cold as ice. There was no fluctuation in his expression. His absolute martial 

Dao might made the human powerhouses kneel on the ground. 

They didn't want to kneel, but the power of the celestial Emperor wasn't something they could resist, 

especially since most of their bodies had been absorbed by the demonic device, and there was a 

demonic array underground that was comfortable with their spirit energy. 

However, ye chen did not feel anything at all. He was a dual cultivator of immortality and Demonic 

Cultivation. The demonic energy could trap these human powerhouses but not him. 

"He ... He's not human! Look, he's not restricted by any rules. Even the mana array is ineffective against 

him! He's a demon!" 

"This person is an abnormal demon. Damn it!" 

"Stop your steps, lowly spirit realm person!" 

Even with death at hand, these people were still so arrogant, not knowing what respect was. They were 

only satisfying their own selfish desires, and had completely forgotten the true meaning of martial arts. 

"You didn't cherish the chance I gave you. As expected, the result will not change!" 

Ye chen raised his right hand high. 

"You want to kill us?" 

In the end, Yuchi Fengyun lowered his noble head and asked with a terrified expression. 

"Do you still need to survive? You have to pay the price for your own actions!" 

Ye Chen's eyes were filled with a cold killing intent that pierced right into Yuchi Fengyun's heart. 

"No, no, you can't kill us. We're human heaven's favorites, just like you. We're on the same side." 

"Together? What a joke!" 

Ye chen waved his sword fingers. Suddenly, a powerful sword force came at him. 

"Whoosh!" 

Yuchi Fengyun had relied on his previously strong foundation to avoid this fatal blow. 

However, the heaven's favorite behind him was not so lucky. 

"Swish!" 

The sword light streaked across, and a bloody wound appeared on the man's throat. 

"I, I ..." 

He clutched his throat with both hands. Then, sword Qi burst forth and he died on the spot. 

"Ah ..." 



The remaining heaven's favorites of the human race were scared out of their wits. They all looked at ye 

chen with pleading eyes. 

"Ye Chen, Y-you're a genius. I, Zhou Yufeng, admire you. Please let me go!" 

"Ye chen, I, Huo linlong, am willing to use my life to guarantee that when I return, I will definitely 

recommend you to the spirit Emperor to be the number one prodigy of the spirit realm!" 

"Ye chen, we're all trash. You're a genius. Let us go!" 

The previously arrogant and despotic heaven's favorites were now on their knees, begging ye chen. 

Only Yuchi Fengyun was still standing there, holding on. 

"Are you all stupid? he won't let us go. Stand up, stand up!" 

He continued to roar at those heaven's favorites, but they didn't listen to him. They knelt on the ground 

and begged. 

"Yuchi Fengyun, it seems that you're really unyielding. Alright then, let's start with you!" 

Ye chen waved his sword fingers. With a burst of light, the celestial Thearch sword appeared. 

"Chi ..." 

Holding the celestial Thearch sword, the blade drew layers of sparks on the ground as ye chen walked 

toward Yuchi Fengyun. 

"Do you think I'm afraid? I'm an expert who's about to undergo tribulation. Who Do You Think You Are, 

spirit realm trash!" 

Yuchi Fengyun circulated the spiritual energy of his reputation, wanting to strike first. 

Thump, thump, thump! 

He took a few steps forward and charged toward ye chen. 

Ye Chen's movements did not change at all, as if he did not see him. 

Yuchi Fengyun seemed to see hope in ye Chen's actions. He felt that ye chen was being too arrogant and 

was seeking death. 

Those who were kneeling on the ground were also shocked when they saw this scene. Ye chen was not 

defending at all and was even continuing to move forward. Such an action was simply courting death. If 

he died, it would be good to save everyone. 

At the thought of this, these fence-sitters stood up one after another, ready to wait for ye Chen's death. 

"Swish!" 

However, just before Yuchi Fengyun's figure could reach ye chen, ye Chen's figure flashed past in an 

instant. No one saw clearly how this sword was used. In fact, most people thought that ye chen had not 

used his sword. 



"What's going on? what happened? did senior brother Feng Yun succeed?" 

A heaven's favorite asked weakly. 

"No, that's not right!" 

Huo linlong shouted. He had roughly seen the truth. Yuchi Fengyun's head had already appeared in ye 

Chen's hand. However, ye Chen's hand was behind his back so no one saw it. 

"Ah?" 

Everyone trembled in fear and their knees went soft. They unconsciously knelt on the ground. 

Thump, thump, thump! 

The three of them knelt on the ground and kowtowed. 

"People without dignity, you have no right to live!" 

Ye Chen's eyes were filled with killing intent. He tossed Yuchi Fengyun's head high up in the air and then 

swung the celestial Thearch sword. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Three streaks of blood splattered on the ground as three heads flew up. Everything was over. 

Chapter 1918 Refining The Golden Core! 

"Swish!" 

Ye chen kept his sword. Everything was going according to plan. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The Golden immortal demon pill that he had devoured glowed continuously, enveloping ye Chen's 

entire body in the power of the immortal demon. 

He sat cross-legged in the air, and the spacetime rage appeared behind him. 

"Roar!" 

With a furious roar, the Phoenix absorbed the psionic and demon energy of the dead immortal and fiend 

powerhouses around it, turning them into a part of ye Chen's Foundation. This was also helping ye chen 

refine the immortal demon golden pill. 

"I really didn't expect that the ruler of the devil World could actually refine such an exquisite golden 

core. It has helped me a lot!" 

Ye chen was secretly amazed by this golden core. The value of this golden core far exceeded the so-

called secret cave treasure. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Suddenly, the immortal demon golden pill in his body emitted a repulsive force. Ye Chen's brows 

furrowed as he immediately realized that there was a restriction in this golden pill. 
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"He's indeed sinister!" 

This was the restriction placed by the devil world's ruler on the Golden core. It was to prevent others 

from obtaining the power of the Golden core and refining it. 

"You want to stop me with such a scheme?" 

Ye chen sneered in his heart. Then, he activated the ancient God Power in his body. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

His ancient God Power burst forth and flowed through his meridians like a dragon, pouring into his 

golden core. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The Golden core was attacked by the ancient God Power. Its defense was broken instantly, and the 

demonic energy spread out. 

"Roar!" 

In ye Chen's body, the demon energy turned into a Demon Dragon, trying to destroy ye Chen's sea of 

Chi. 

"Impudent!" 

Ye Chen's ancient God Power transformed into a true dragon and fought with the demon Dragon in his 

body. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Even the meridians of a person undergoing a tribulation could not withstand the powerful energy blast. 

However, ye chen did not care at all because he had an ancient God Body. Instead, he thought that this 

was a test and training for his ancient God Body. 

This kind of battle was extremely intense. After all, this golden pill was refined by the ruler of the demon 

world. The rules within were very high. Only ye chen, who had a body integration cultivation base, could 

resist it. The others had long died under the roar of the demon Dragon. 

"Roar!" 

The true dragon and the devil Dragon were activated at the first touch. 

Due to the powerful explosion of energy, an alternate dimension had formed in ye Chen's body. 

"Oh?" 

Ye chen looked inside his body and discovered this alternate space. 

This was supposed to be an extremely dangerous situation, because the alternate dimension could 

completely tear apart the human body. 

However, ye chen saw another possibility. It was the possibility of achieving the law of space. 



"To become an immortal, one must comprehend the Dao of heaven and earth, and the Dao of space is 

one of them. Since I have such an opportunity, how can I miss it?" 

Ye chen smiled. His entire body bloomed with the ancient God's light. He used his super-strong ancient 

God Body to resist the injuries caused by the fierce battle between the true dragon and the mystic 

energy. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The battle in the alternate dimension within his body was like heaven and earth hanging upside down. 

Lightning flashed and Thunder rumbled. The demonic Dragon showed off its might and evolved into the 

shadow of a ruler. The true dragon shone and formed the body of an ancient God. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Ye Chen's primordial spirit left his body and entered the alternate space in his body. 

The dangerous environment in the alternate dimension made one feel uneasy. 

Countless flames of demonic energy were burning, constantly corroding ye Chen's body and blood 

vessels. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Ye Chen's figure appeared above the true dragon's head as if the heavenly Emperor had descended. 

"Devil world's ruler, you dare to be so impudent in my body?" Ye chen questioned the demon Dragon. 

"Oh?" 

The demonic Dragon revealed an interesting smile. Then, a cloud of black mist appeared on the head of 

the Dragon and transformed into the appearance of the demonic world's ruler. 

"I didn't expect that the immortals and fiendgods I created would be so simple. In the end, they ended 

up in your hands," 

This is the will of the heavens, why struggle?" 

"Hahaha!" 

Hearing this, the ruler of the devil World laughed wildly. He was a supreme ruler, but the person in front 

of him was just a little human cultivator who had just entered the form synthesis stage. He didn't take 

him seriously at all. 

"I advise you to return the Golden core to Li Xiong. Otherwise, I'll make your internal organs explode and 

you'll die!" 

"Return it to Li Xiong?" 

"Not bad!" 

"Yours truly would like to return it, but I'm afraid that he doesn't have the ability to accept it anymore." 

"You!" 



The devil World Dominator immediately realized the problem. Li Xiong was most likely dead. 

"How hateful!" 

"Die!" The God roared, and the demonic Dragon's Roar shook the entire space. 

"Ye chen, how dare you kill the demon clan's prodigy! I'll make sure you die on the spot!" 

"Hahaha, lowly demon, you have no right to speak in front of the celestial Emperor!" 

Ye chen laughed wildly. He activated his ancient God Power and transformed into eight Dragons to 

attack. 

"Roar!" 

The true dragon roared, and the power of eight Dragons attacked at the same time, turning into eight 

giant Dragons that circled around the devil World Dominator. 

"Damn it! Why is this person so strong? this doesn't make sense!" 

At this moment, the ruler's divine sense also realized that something was wrong. A mere unity realm 

cultivator was like an ant in his hands. He could have easily killed him, but the power released by the 

person in front of him actually suppressed his demonic energy. This was too suspicious. 

"Don't doubt me, die!" 

Ye chen did not have time to talk to him. With a wave of his hand, eight giant Dragons came to devour 

him at the same time. 

"Damn it!" 

Although the devil World ruler was only a divine will, he was able to use the power of his golden core to 

shake the eight Dragons. 

 Boom, boom, boom! 

Mana and psionic energy clashed again, creating super shockwaves. 

"Why hasn't your body exploded yet?" 

The ruler's demonic will couldn't understand what was happening and loudly questioned. 

"An explosion? How can such a small force make me explode? Now, it's time to end this. " 

Ye Chen's eyes glowed with fire. The true Samadhi fire burned continuously in the alternate dimension 

and the power of eight Dragons suddenly soared a hundred times. 

"No, that's impossible!" 

The ruler's demonic will still couldn't believe that it had been defeated by someone at the body 

integration realm. 

"Die!" 



Ye chen made the final decision. The eight fire dragons spewed true Samadhi fire and instantly 

destroyed the Dominator's demonic consciousness. 

"Ah!" 

"Arghh!" With a scream, the ruler's demonic will entered the body of the mystic energy. It wanted to 

fight back, but it was useless. The power of the ancient God combined with the true Samadhi fire 

purified everything. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The demonic energy dissipated and everything returned to normal. After this battle, ye Chen's ancient 

God Body had matured even more. 

In the outside world, ye chen opened his eyes and his body erupted with power. A huge flame burned 

the surrounding space. The corpses on the ground were instantly engulfed in a sea of fire and turned 

into smoke. 

"Eight-gate divine disc!" 

After completing the death Gate's mission, ye chen took out the eight gates divine disc. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The eight-gate divine disc continued to spin and evolve, giving him countless paths to take. 

"The creator of this secret realm is quite capable. It seems that if we want to find out the truth, we have 

to find the right path." 

Ye Chen's eyes were fixed on the eight-gate divine disc in the air. Countless information about the Dao 

path entered his mind. 

Relying on his powerful psyche, ye chen began to analyze the various possibilities in front of him. 

"The eight gates reinforce and counteract each other, and they even evolved into the patterns of the 

eight trigrams. This is not just a spiritual artifact, but also contains profound martial arts?!" 

Chapter 1919 Divine Barrier! 

Through the eight divine discs, ye chen could sense the hidden essence of martial arts. Moreover, he 

realized that these eight divine discs might not have been refined by the creator of this secret cave. 

Instead, he might have brought them into this secret cave in the hope of using these eight divine discs to 

block the path of the many prodigies as a test. 

Now, the divine disc was in ye Chen's possession. Perhaps the creator had not expected this. 

Ye chen could not tell the origin of the exquisite martial arts that appeared in the divine disc at first 

glance. 

"Could the truth be within this eight-gate divine disc?" 

Ye chen could not help but think of this because the divine disc's intricacies were far more powerful than 

the immortal demon power in this secret cave. 
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He was sure that the creator of this secret cave was indeed proficient in the immortal and demon dual 

cultivation technique. However, this divine disc was definitely not something that could be controlled by 

a simple immortal and demon power. 

With his high vision as a heavenly Emperor, ye chen began to comprehend the various exquisite 

formations and patterns in the divine disc. 

These patterns looked simple, but the rules and true intent contained within them were indescribable. 

This was what could only be understood but not conveyed. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The eight-gate divine disc continued to spin in the sky, emitting a strange golden light. 

Ye Chen's eyes were locked on these strange lights. All kinds of information were transmitted into his 

fiery golden eyes. 

After cultivating the ancient God Body, ye Chen's brain had also changed. In addition, he had fused with 

the power of the space-time roar and could open up a different space in his brain. 

This was an extremely dangerous and difficult task. If not for the ancient God body's superb recovery 

ability, even ye chen would not have done this. 

By cultivating the alternate dimension in his brain, the circulation and Exchange of psionic power were 

all within ye Chen's control. He could do as he pleased. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

All sorts of information entered ye Chen's mind and was then analyzed by his divine will and psionic 

power. In this way, ye Chen's ability to process information could be an index of people of the same 

cultivation base. This was very terrifying. 

The various patterns and details of the divine disc were all projected into this mental dimension through 

the fiery golden eyes. 

Ye chen could see it more clearly than anyone else! 

"This is the divine pattern of the Suan ni!" 

After a lot of analysis, ye chen suddenly discovered that these patterns actually had the characteristics 

of divine patterns. 

The divine pattern was an ancient martial art that ye chen had studied as a heavenly Emperor a long 

time ago. He did not expect to see it here. 

Ye Chen's lips curled into a smile. This was not a small surprise. 

"Eight-gate divine disc, divine inscription technique, hahaha!" 

The celestial Thearch's might surged in all directions, and the divine disc sensed that more divine 

patterns were being released. 



The complexity of these divine patterns was several times more powerful than the previous divine 

patterns. This made ye chen even more interested. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this time, waves of celestial demonic pressure came. It was precisely because they had lost the 

restrictions of the demon clan's Li Xiong and the others that the celestial demonic power in the space 

automatically began to target ye chen. 

"Immortal and demon primordial chaos, the power of golden core!" 

Ye chen released the power of the Golden pill. Since this golden pill was refined to deal with the invasion 

of the immortal demons in the secret cave, the effect was excellent. 

After stabilizing the immortal and demonic energy in the secret cave, ye chen continued to study the 

eight-gate divine disc. 

As more and more divine inscriptions appeared on the divine disc, ye chen began to understand the 

meaning of these divine inscriptions. 

A long time ago, his research had already made profound progress. Thus, when he saw a real object like 

the divine disc this time, all kinds of information fused together, and inspiration flickered continuously. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The divine disc suddenly released a golden light into the sky. Then, various words appeared on the 

divine disc. 

"This is ..." 

Ye chen studied these characters carefully. They were completely different from ordinary characters and 

were extremely difficult to understand. However, he could feel the Supreme power contained in these 

characters. 

"Could this be Shen power?" 

In the process of studying the divine pattern, ye chen had sensed the existence of divine power. 

However, his cultivation base at that time was too high, so his comprehension ability was naturally much 

stronger than now. He could study it by relying on the void divine pattern. 

Now that the divine pattern had truly appeared before his eyes, ye chen entered a different state of 

research. 

Although he had yet to recover the might of the celestial Emperor, he could already see the grandeur in 

his eyes. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The fiery golden eyes transmitted all sorts of information into the alternate dimension of thought. The 

various forms and energy forms of these divine patterns were all recorded. 

A text that even the heavenly Emperor ye chen valued so much was naturally no small matter. 



As all sorts of words entered the alternate space of his mind, ye chen realized that the alternate space 

he had created in his mind was in danger of overloading. 

"This!" 

He didn't think that just a few simple Shen glyphs would cause such a disturbance in his mental space. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

At the same time, for some reason, the celestial demonic power in the surrounding space began to lose 

balance. Various formations were activated and constantly attacked ye chen. 

"En!" 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold. He put away the divine disc, then released the celestial Thearch sword spirit, 

the immortal slaying Flying Dagger. 

"Watch us!" 

The immortal flying knife took the lead, and its cutting light flew in all directions. In an instant, countless 

arrays were broken by the flying knife. 

The worldly sword spirit hovered above ye Chen's head. Any force that tried to attack ye chen was 

shattered by the sword spirit. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi swept across and shattered the void. Countless formations were shattered. At the same 

time, the trapping formation in front of him was also broken by the immortal Flying Dagger. Ye chen left 

with big strides. 

He left the death Gate and returned to the eight gates. 

Previously, ye chen had found the eight-gate divine disc here. Now that he had returned to his old 

home, ye chen hoped to see more hidden information. 

The place where he had taken out the divine disc was still there. Ye chen walked over and touched the 

soil gently with his hand. He did not find any obvious abnormalities. 

It was clear that the eight-gate divine disc's influence on the surrounding environment was even more 

profound. 

"Since I want to find out the truth, then you tell me!" 

Ye chen released the divine disc again. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The divine disc flew up and released a golden light. 

Everywhere the golden light touched, all sorts of reflections suddenly appeared. 

"What?" 



Ye Chen's cold eyes locked onto the reflections and he observed them with confidence. After some 

mental analysis, he found that these reflections actually contained hidden information. 

"Eight gates, open the divine barrier!" 

Very quickly, ye chen managed to glean this information from the reflections. 

"What's a divine barrier?" 

Ye chen pondered over this question. When he combined it with the divine patterns in the eight-gate 

divine disc, he came up with a bold conjecture. 

"Could it be that the creator of this secret cave was the eight-gate divine disc that was found in the 

divine power barrier?" 

When he thought of this, ye chen was even more determined to activate the barrier. 

"Ah!" 

He released his ancient God Power and poured powerful spirit energy into the divine disc. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The divine disc continued to spin, its power increasing and its energy growing stronger and stronger. 

Above the divine disc, a faint spatial gate actually appeared! 

Chapter 1920 Divine Inscription Trapping Formation! 

Ye chen watched as the space gate slowly opened and looked up. 

From the space gate, ye chen could feel a powerful and special energy. This was not psionic power or 

Pandora demon power but a very sacred power. It might be the divine power he had detected a long 

time ago. 

"Could it be that the secrets that couldn't be solved before are going to be solved here?" 

This was something ye chen had not expected. Back then, his resources and various conditions were 

much better than now, but he could not unravel the secret. Now, it seemed that the truth was right in 

front of him. It was a strange feeling. 

Ye chen did not act rashly. Instead, he set up a powerful formation around him to protect the barrier 

before him. 

Logically speaking, since Li Xiong, Yuchi Fengyun, and the others had been killed, there should be no one 

in there. However, ye chen had always been cautious. Moreover, there was also the impact of the 

celestial demon power. If there was an energy imbalance, he might not even be able to return to the 

main world. 

"Celestial Thearch sword spirit!" 

Ye chen pointed his sword to the sky. Suddenly, the heavenly Emperor's shadow appeared behind ye 

chen. After that, the heavenly Emperor sword spirit rose into the sky and covered the entire eight gates 

space. 
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"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Seeing that the celestial Thearch sword formation had been completed, ye Chen's eyes locked onto the 

spatial gate. 

After many tests, he found that the deconstruction of the space gate was very strong. 

"In that case, let me see what's in this space!" 

Ye chen made up his mind. He transformed into a ray of light and sped through the space gate. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

After entering the space gate, what greeted ye chen was not some mythical immortal realm but an 

endless flash of lightning and spatial turbulence. 

However, ye chen was already prepared to face any situation. This situation was nothing to him. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Ye Chen's figure sped away, avoiding many lightning strikes and arriving above the clouds. 

The environment here was much better. The lightning and thunder all happened under the clouds, and 

there were actually rays of sunlight here. 

As ye chen walked on the cloud path, he suddenly saw a towering ancient tree in front of him. 

"What?" 

He looked at the ancient tree and found that there seemed to be someone on it. 

Ye chen was surprised by such a strange scene. He slowly walked toward the ancient tree. 

"You're here ..." 

At this moment, a voice rang out, causing ye chen to stop in his tracks. 

The pleasant sound of a fork reverberated in his ears. Following that, a Rainbow Rose and the 

surrounding space fell into a colorful world. 

Ye chen did not care about the change in the scene before him. Instead, he looked at the figure on the 

ancient tree. 

"Who is this? what is this place?" 

Ye Chen's powerful voice reverberated throughout the entire area. He was certain that the person could 

hear him. 

"This is a divine barrier. The fact that you can enter means that you are a fated person." 

"Fated person, I don't like this answer." 

"Profound heavenly Sacred Emperor, it doesn't matter if you like it or not. Since you're here, you're 

bound to gain something." 



"What?" 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed when he heard the name. 

The profound heavenly Sacred Emperor was one of the titles of the heavenly Emperor. It contained the 

heavenly Emperor's understanding of the heavenly Dao. He didn't expect this person to know this. 

"Who are you? how do you know the name of the profound heavenly Sacred Emperor?" 

"How do mortals understand Shen power?" 

"Hahaha, deliberately being mysterious doesn't make you look superior!" 

In the face of the mysterious man, ye chen had no scruples. This was the dignity of the heavens. 

"Extraordinary people are destined to encounter extraordinary things. The path of return is a long one!" 

"You haven't answered my question. Who are you?" 

"I'm just a lost person. Perhaps we came here to answer each other's questions." 

As he spoke, that person waved his hand, and a divine pattern floated in the air. 

"Divine patterns!" 

Ye chen flew backward. He knew very well that the power of the divine pattern was no small matter. It 

did not seem to have any offensive power but in reality, its destructive power was astonishing. It was 

very likely that one would fall into the other party's trap without realizing it. 

Ye chen naturally did not trust the person before him. 

"What are your thoughts after seeing such a divine inscription?" 

"Could it be that you're from the divine realm?" 

"I'm no longer one. " 

"No longer? does that mean he was before?" 

"Why ask so many things that happened so long ago!" 

"You're deliberately mystifying things to make me hesitate so that I can't make a correct judgment. Is 

this your plan? You must be the only person I've met who knows my name, the profound heavenly 

Sacred Emperor!" 

"Oh?" 

Hearing this, the man smiled slightly, as if he was interested in ye Chen's judgment. 

"Then who am I?" 

"As you said, I don't need to know your identity. Since you say that I'm a fated person, then what I want 

is simple, the power of divine inscriptions!" 

"Hahaha!" 



Hearing this, the man laughed. 

"No problem, I will tell you all about the power of divine inscriptions. This place is a paradise for divine 

inscriptions, and only those with Supreme talent have the qualifications to succeed." 

The man stretched out his hand and pointed at the sky. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Instantly, countless divine patterns floated out and surrounded ye chen. 

"What is the meaning of this?" 

"Only by solving these Shen glyphs will you have the possibility of exploring further!" 

"Mm ..." 

Sensing the power of the runes around him, ye chen knew that he was still trapped in the opponent's 

runic formation. If he did not break the formation before him, it would be impossible for him to leave. 

"Ha, if this is a test for me, I'll accept it." 

Ye chen had long been interested in the divine inscriptions and also had the experience of researching 

them. If he could obtain more power of the divine inscriptions from this celestial boundary or even 

obtain some clues to unseal the eight-gate divine disc, this trip would not be in vain. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Countless divine patterns surrounded ye Chen's body like Buddhist shackles. It was very magical. 

Ye chen condensed his Qi with his sword-like fingers and pointed at the divine patterns. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

In an instant, the sword Qi dissipated, and the Shen glyph did not move. 

"What a powerful force. Since psionic power is useless against you, I'll try mystic power!" 

The demon crests on ye Chen's body bloomed. His demon energy soared into the sky and transformed 

into a sharp Demon Sword that descended upon the divine vein. 

"Swish!" 

The tip of the sword touched the light of the Shen glyph, trying to break it. 

However, the divine pattern was indestructible, causing the mystic sword to lose its effect. 

"It's so simple. Profound heavenly Sacred Emperor, don't you think you're underestimating the Dao of 

divine inscriptions?" 

"Are you mocking me?" 

"I don't dare, but if you want to get out of here, your efforts are still too far away!" 

The man looked displeased, as if he was disappointed in ye Chen's speed in breaking the formation. 



However, with ye Chen's status, he could tell at a glance that this person was not really concerned about 

his speed in breaking the formation but something else. 

Ye chen saw that there was no point in destroying it by force. He sat cross-legged in the air and began to 

meditate. 

The divine pattern was still emitting a golden light. It would be difficult to move if ye chen was trapped, 

so it was a good idea to stay still and not move. 

And earlier, that person had said that only those with Supreme talent could walk out of this place. 

Perhaps, the true method to decipher divine inscriptions was to comprehend it! 

 


